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Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Create something: chance favors the prepared
 Balance between your preference and the market

 Get to know and build a rapport with acquisition editors or
publishers
 Be confident, persevering, and proactive
 Know what you need before going into a negotiation
 Consider collaborative after tenure
 Build a good track record

 Learn how to say no

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Create something: Chance favors the prepared
 Expand from what you have in mind or published as an article
 I acquired a book contract from ALA to write a book on web development based on a
series of my web articles to be or already published
 I acquired a book contract to write about Chinese folklore and folkway based on a
website I had created and been maintaining

 I had written a series tales about women in Chinese mythologies and legends and
published them on my website, and I went from there to work out a book proposal to
satisfy the publisher’s requirement
 I kept a daily journal while I was visiting Tibet and its surrounding areas, noting down
everything I saw, heard, and was told about. I also took photos in case of their use in a
would-be-contracted book

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Balance between Your preference and the market
 Publishers have to make a profit to publish your book or bear the consequence
of poor sales
 They know the market best
 Work closely with the acquisition editor on a book proposal that both you and
the publisher can accept: compromise, compromise, and compromise
 When I delivered my stories that I had created and published on the web, I was told
that they were too academic and too narrow in scope (because they were focused on
women only). So I pulled the related men in (all stories have both men and women
anyway) and rehashed the stories to meet the standard set in the publisher’s “World
Folklore Series.” It was also intended as reference tools and resources for world folklorists
with introductory essays, recipes, and craft and game instructions.

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Get to know and build a rapport with acquisition editors or publishers
 Do not let opportunities slip away
 Meet face-to-face at conferences if necessary
 I managed to meet the editors from Libraries Unlimited, part of ABC-CLIO, LLC (then
Greenwood), publisher of three of my books, at each of my ALA meetings and
conferences

 Once a CEO from a large Chinese publisher attending a book fair elsewhere in the
States called me to meet him, I paid my way there. As a result of the meeting, I
acquired several contracts from his company and his friends’
 When National Geography called to ask me if I could be a consultant and co-author of
a children’s book on Chinese New Year in its “Holidays around the World” series, I readily
said yes

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Be confident, persevering, and proactive: Don’t let seemingly insurmountable
difficulties overwhelm you
 Working as a coordinator of ERC (1997-98), I called a publisher to suggest that I would
write a book that they didn’t have in their “World Folklore” series
 As I was working on a proposal per their request, I encountered a seemingly
insurmountable difficulty: the publisher required that I know Motif and Tale Types, of
which I was ignorant
 Instead of being disheartened, I went to WKU folklore professors for help and, in a
week or so, gave myself a crash course on the subject with resources from the
professors and the web
 If I balked and gave up, there would not have been the three folklore books.
Confidence paid off
 After finishing the Han and ethnic minority folktales, I eyed Tibetan and never stopped
asking about the editor, knowing that a book contract had been signed off.
Eventually, I got the contact after that person failed to fulfil his. Perseverance paid off

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Give and take: Know what you need before going into a negotiation
 In a “publish or perish” academic environment, choices are limited, so you need
to publish what is required
 As a faculty member on tenure track, you have to time well
 Which is better for you to manage during your tenure track: a book or several articles

 As your power of negotiation is limited as a first-time writer, you have to
understand that fame, copyright, and money are not your priority
 As your are established, you need to take them into consideration with this in
mind: Academic publication will never bring you a fortune, but will enrich you
professionally and academically

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Consider collaboration after tenure
 Try all you can to be the sole author during tenure track
 However, collaborating with a senior librarian faculty, you’ll learn to do better
research
 Once tenured, collaborating with your colleagues or researchers from outside
your institution will give you more chances to get book contracts
 A young assistant professor from another university approached me while we were
doing AP reading in Salt Lake, UT. She was working on a book but found it hard to get a
contract and asked if I could be her co-author. Then, our combined credentials
attracted three publishers, and we had a hard time choosing one
 Working with a Chinese writer and publisher through social media network, I had the
chance to translate a children’s book series originally penned and illustrated by famed
and award-winning French authors. More collaboration between us is in the works.

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Build a good track record, which will invite more contracts of itself
 Although I have quit from three contracts, I have fulfilled and am fulfilling far
more
 Negotiate if you can with your publisher for extensions if you feel hard pressed for
time. Usually they will comply.
 It is okay to cancel a contract, but never fail one in hand
 Build a good track record will
 get you more contracts
 help you get grants

Getting a Book Contract:
There’s No Silver Bullet
 Learn how to say no
 I soured the relationship a bit after I canceled a contract that I could not find
time to fulfil while working on the Tibetan Folktales book and the Encyclopedia of
Chinese Ethnic Groups at the same time
 I should have said no in the first place
 Still I have to work on three book contracts right now, but I have spread them out
to give me enough time
 So you see, I am still learning to say no

